Title word cross-reference

$14.95 [Smi03].  $24.95 [Ber03d].  $44.95 [Mor03].  $8.50 [Smi78].  $95.00 [Win03].  \pi [RG02, She12].

- [Fit03c].

. [Ber03d].

0 [RAG+04].  0-19-514025-7 [RAG+04].  0-262-03303-8 [RAG+04].  0-262-06224-0 [Ber03d].  0-262-08305-1 [RAG+04].  0-7382-0561-3 [RAG+04].  0-801-86895-5 [RAG+04].  0-8018-6809-2 [Mor03].  0-929306-27-9 [RAG+04].  0-930405-85-4 [Cer03].  000-year-old-computer [Mar10a].  01 [Sta07].  085-296-7926 [Win03].  1 [Cor15c, GR02, Ich06, Kap07, Kos03b, RAG+04, Sac07, Spi15a].  1-2-3 [Kap07, Sac07].  1-4033-1517-5 [Smi03].  i0NES [O'D09].  11 [Kis95].  1620 [Spi05].  1870s [Tym96].  1880s [Hei11].  18th [Cro03a, Cro03b].  18th-Century [Cro03a, Cro03b].  1920s [Cor17].  1930s [Hei11].  1940s [Asp00, Cor06a].  1950s [Cla10, Cor06a, Hai09, Kos03a, Tin10].  1958-1985 [Vog17].  1960s [Cor02, Don10, Gup07, Hai02, Hai09, Hen05, Joh98, Joh02, Pee09, Smi16b, Tin10, Tym96].  1970s [Cor15b, Cor15a, Gre95, HITT05, Pee09, RP12].  1976-1985 [Ber06a].  1978 [Hus97].  1980s [Cor15a, Cor17, OARHC10, RP12, Sta15].
1985-1995 [Ber06b]. 1990 [Wei93d]. 1990s [Cor15b, HII+05]. 1st [Smi03].

2 [McJ17b, Roe16b, Swa05a, Wil92a]. 2.0.1 [Kid00b]. 20 [Mur15]. 2000 [Bru09, Ros04].
210 [Run08]. 28a [Wil00c, Bro00].

3 [Kap07, RAG+04, Sac07]. 30 [Smi07]. 33 [Per99].
4004 [Asp97]. 440 [JMSV10, JMV10, Sie10].

5 [RAG+04].
60 [DA14]. 6000 [Var94]. 650 [Gil07].

7 [RAG+04]. 70 [Sta03].
8 [RAG+04]. 80 [dSDJdSP74, de 74]. 8086 [Maz10]. 850 [OARHC10].

9 [RAG+04].

A. [Kid96b]. ABA [McK95]. Abbate [Rus13c]. ABC [Swe05]. Absence [Cam09].
Academy [JBI07]. Access [Bac09].
Accomplishments [HII+05]. Account [Kos03b, McK11]. Accurate [Smi99a].
Achieve [Ano17b, Ano17c]. ACM [Ber09].
Acoustic [ES05]. Acoustics [Swe05].
Acquisition [Bau06]. Across [RCP+13].
ACS [Ran15, Rob16]. act [BW00, Wil00b].
Activist [Nyi11]. activity [CK92c, CK98].
Ada [Lee00a, Spi03, Too96]. Adabas [Mag09]. ADAPSO [Hai04b, Hai05b].
Adder [HT12]. Adding [Kid01d, Roe08, Kid00a, Kis98]. Adelle [Asp01a].
administration [Gri98].
Adopter [Gal11]. Ads [Ben13]. advantage [Asp00]. Advent [Yos13a]. Advertisement [Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano14d, Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano14k, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano15l, Ano15m, Ano15a, Ano15n, Ano15o, Ano15q, Ano15p, Ano15v, Ano15b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16f, Ano16h, Ano16i, Ano16m, Ano17f, Ano17m, Ano17u, Ano17w, Ano17x, Ano17y, Ano17z, Ano13g, Ano13f, Ano14c].
Advertising [Hic10]. Advocate [Smi11].
AEG [JMSV10, JMV10]. AEG-Telefunken [JMSV10, JMV10]. aerospace [Joh96].
AFIPS [Gro92]. After [BS11, GM96, GS09, LH95, Lon08]. AG [Mag09, Lei17]. Again [Mir17]. Against [GS07]. Age [MT06, Mor03, Bow96c, Kid99a]. Agenda [Cor04]. agendas [Owe96]. Ages [Kid99e, Smi03]. Agricultural [Gri00a].
Ahead [Mar12]. Aided [ORB+92]. Aids [Gri01b, Mil11, Pol95, CF92]. Aiken [Coh98, Cop04b, Cro00b, Lee00c].
Almanac [Cro03b]. alone [Bis98]. Alternate [Wil98a]. Alternative [Alp15].
Alwin [Tod93]. Amateur [Got14].
Ambiguous [Lee97, SJ01]. America [Alb10, Mag09, da 15b]. American
[Ano00b, AW94, Bur02, Cor96, Cor07, Dia12, Don10, Hai10a, Hei97, Hei11, Mai16, RIO00, Sch17, Uss96, Vog17]. Americanization [Alb10]. Amiga [Rus13c]. among [Kid99b].
Amsterdam [AD14]. Anacon [Asp93a, Ges08]. Analog [Asp93a, Cly93, Coh15, Col14, Hem14a, Sma93, Bow96c, Joh96, Per99, Puc96, Tym96]. Analysis [Neu09]. Analyst [Wil03, Too96].
Analytical [Bro00, Wil00c, Bro98].
Lan00, Old95, Uss96. Busman [Ges06a]. Byron [Too96]. BYTE [Kid96a].

C [Kit03, Yat97]. ca [Ash76, Bal76, Bro77, Dra76a, Nas75, Nor77, Ole77, dSDJdSP74, Smi78, de 74, Kru09].

Cable [Lig03]. CAD [Bis98]. Calculating [GHV05, Jon04]. Calculation [Swe98, vdE92, Pol97]. Calculator [Kis01, Roe15, Roe16b, Kis95, Lee00c].

Calculators [Ano92d, Fla98, Hen10, Kis01, Pre96, RP12, San13, Swa95a, Swa95b, Swa95c]. Calculus [Car15]. Calcmeter [Otn98]. Calendar [Ash76, Bal76, Bro77, Dra76a, Nas75, Nor77, Ole77, Smi99a, Smi78, de 74, dSDJdSP74, Smi00]. Calendrical [Swe98].

California [CK12]. Call [Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano16h, Ano17d]. Caller [Ano16a]. Calvin [Wei95c, Wil01b].

Cambridge [Ben93a, CK92b, CK92c, CK98, Cro92, Ges07b, Nee92, PHL92]. Came [Gal04]. Campbell [RAG+04].

Campbell-Kelly [RAG+04]. Campuses [Ran14]. Canada [Cam03b, Dor94, Ges07a]. Canadian [Var94]. Canyon [Cou95]. CAP [Nee92]. Capability [Lin16]. capacity [Uss96]. Capitalism [Schi7]. Card [Kis92b, Kis05, vdE94, Hei97, Kis97]. Cards [Wil02].

Career [Ano01b, Ano16b, Ano17b, Ano17c]. Carl [Bar97, Ber06c]. Carlo [Har14a]. Carr [Lee01d].

Carries [Roe17]. Carrying [Cor13]. Carteron [MK10]. Case [Ayl10a, BB02, Cro99, Lei17, Lan00, Per99, Veh99].


Caught [De 95, BW00, Wil00b]. CBI [Ano02e, BK01, Yos01]. CBI/Tomash [Yos01]. CDC [Kos07, Neu09]. ceiling [Goy96]. Celebrates [Woo05]. Celebrating [Win96].


Center [Ano16i, Ano17k, Gri07a, Kid00a, Fei10, Min07b, ORB+92]. Centers [Wil02].


Champion [Nik17a]. Change [BLH12, Gio93, Sei97, Var94]. Changed [Hic10, Mis07c, Pat14]. Changing [Nor96, Rus13c, Owe96]. Chaotic [Abb10].

Chapter [CK92a]. Character Par16a. Characteristics [Wie10]. Charles [Ano00b, Ano17a, CK92d, Eck07b, Ano99a, Asp07, Bro98, CK94, CK00, CK01a, CK01b, Doo00, GG92, Gri10, Haa11, Mis07a, Nor10, Sei95, Swa05a, Wil00a, Wil98b]. Chemists [HW17]. Cheque [De 95]. Chicago [Kid01d]. Chief [And07b, Ano14h]. Child [Tha17]. Children [Ran14]. Chile [AG12, Med08]. Chilean [Med05]. China [Wu15]. Chinese [Ano92d, JB07]. Chip [Maz07].

CHM [Spi17]. Choose [Ano16j]. Christine [Ber03d]. Chromium [Hai01].

Chromium-Plated [Hai01]. chronology [Cor98, Sto99]. Cincom [Nie09]. cipher [CF92, Kid00k]. Circuits [Gre13].

Circulation [Ake04]. Claims [Lee92e, We196b]. Clamor [Day16]. Clarke [Lee01d]. Class [Wil01a]. Classification [Tha17, Kid00j]. Classrooms [Ran14].

Clearing [De 95]. Clement [Rob93, Wil92b]. Cleve [Hai08]. Clipping [Lee98a]. Clones [Sta15]. Clothes [Hic10].


codebreaking [Smi01a]. Codes [GM96, LH95]. Codevelopment [DF16].

coevolution [Bar03]. Cogwheel [Ano00b, Wil00a]. Cohen [Hai03c]. Cold [Don10, Tat10, Tin10]. collaboration
Collect [Est00]. Collected [Kid96b]. Collecting [GJ12]. Collection [Wil01a]. Collective [Med05]. collector [Bro99a]. Colorant [Hem14a]. Colossus [An97e, Cop94a, Lav06, Sal05]. Column [Sei95]. Com [Fei11]. Combining [Ekl94]. Coming [Dow09, Sub14]. COMIC [Hem14a]. Coming [Joh06]. Command [Asp99]. Comments [Ben93a, Ben93b, Ber92, Buc95a, Buc95b, BS96, Car92, Dum94, Ekl92, GM96, Gro92, Gro93, Hal92, Hym92, Jac93, Kis92b, Kis92a, Rob93, Ros92, Sha00, Tod93, Tro93, Tro95, WF92, Wil00b]. Commercial [Cor96, Dow09, Sta14, Cor97]. Commercialization [BH09]. Committee [CCK00, Gori1b]. Commodore [Rus13c]. common [McK95]. Communication [Bar07, Kid99e]. Communications [Ekl94]. Communities [Ran14]. Community [DGG08, Est00, Nor96]. Companies [Hai05b, Mor03]. Company [JMSV10, Joh02, Law10, RAG04, Klu99]. Comparative [CK97]. Comparison [Bab97]. Compatibility [Sum07]. Compatible [Tak05, Lee92]. competence [CMM95]. Competing [Abb]. competition [CMM95]. competitive [Asp00]. Compiler [End13, McJ17a]. Compiling [Hol94, Wad12]. Complete [An00a, Smi01a]. Complex [Dow09, Low09, Nik17]. compromise [Uss96]. Computation [Den15b, EFF11, ENS13, Gro93, RG02, Sei00, Gro91b, Pol95, Wil94b]. Computational [HW17, SK11]. Computer [Alo04, And09, An09d, An09b, An00b, An09c, An015n, An016h, An016j, An016g, An016j, An017n, An017m, An017k, Ash76, Asp01a, Bal76, Bar07, BLH12, Bao07, BS11, Ber14, Bow98b, Bro77, BH95, CK97, CKGS98, Cm03b, Car15, CK98, Cop11a, Cop11b, Cor01b, Cou95, Cro93, Dav17, Don10, Dra76a, DF16, ERS03, EFF11, Ens01, Est00, Est02, FBK06, Fra13, Ges07a, Gil07, GH93, GG46, Grl03a, Grl11a, Grl05, Gup07, Hau0a, Hem14a, Hem16, Hey08a, Hey08b, How99, Hum94, Hum12, Ich06, Jac16, Jes13, JMSV10, JMV10, Jor09, Kid97a, Kid99e, Kli99, Kru94, Lap11, LS08, Lav93, Lee97, LS00, Lon08, Low09, Maz08, McG12, Med05, Mir17, Mis16, Mol14, Mool1, Nas75, Neu05, Nor77, NK98, Nyl11, ORB92, OB08, Ole77]. Computer [OARHC10, Par07, Pet05, Pet94, Pet17, PA96, Ran04, Ran94, Ray92, RR04, Roj04b, Rog07, SS09, Sch08, Sie10, Sla15, Smi78, Sp08, Sta13, Sta15, Ste03, SW95, Sub12, Tak96, Tat13, Tew93, Van10b, Ver11, War15, Was13, Wei96b, Wiel10, Wil01b, Wil03, WD98, Wyy98, Yos13a, Yos13b, Yos15a, Yos15b, Yos16a, ZR06, da 15a, de 59, de 74, Aga01, Ake00, An09b, Bro99a, Bro99b, Cer97, Cor96, Cro00b, DM99, Eck98, Est96, Fal98, Gas99, Gre95, Kat97, Kid98, Kid99c, Kid00c, Kid00e, KS97, Kit08b, Klu99, Lan00, Lee95f, MP97, Mar10b, Mar10a, Old95, Per99, dSDJdSP74, Roj98, Sha00, Tom00b, Wil00a, Wil02b, Wil92b, Wil98, Yat97, ERS03, Gic93, GG96, GR02, Hus97, Kid99d, Min07a, Min07b, WH17, Woy95, Smi02]. Computer-Aided [ORB92]. Computer-Assisted [BH95]. Computer-Based [Ste03]. Computer-Generated [Fra13]. Computerization [Lap11, Paj08, Joh99, Nor98]. Computerized [Dor94, SRG02]. Computerizing [VHCSCC15]. Computers [Asp13, Ayl10a, Ber06a, Cas06, Cly93, Cor08a, Ens07, Fell11, Gall11, Got14, GS01, GS04, GS09, Iv01, KKW09, Lon04, Mool03, Neu04, Nov16, ORB92, Pro99, Roj04b, Smi04, Sto99, Swe05, TZ99, Tin11, Tom96, VN11, Van95, Was13, Wes17, Coh98, Cor98, DMP599, GS99, Gre96, Hau00, Har90, Joh96, Kid96g, Puc96, Sei00, WD98, GS03, OB08]. Computing [Abb03, Ake04, Al10, Alo07, Alp15, AG12, And07a, And07b, Asp93a,
AW94, Asp07, Ben93a, Bru17, Bul15, CK92b, CK01b, CK02b, Cam13, CD14, Cer01, Cer03, Cer14, CVRM15, Cho16, Cla10, Coh15, Col14, Cor94, Cor06a, Cro02, Cro99, Cro03a, Cro03b, CG94, Dav17, Dia12, DAGVR+15, DGG+08, Dra76b, Dur10, Ekh94, Ens04b, FH14, FHD17, Ger04, GB13, Gra02b, Hai10a, Hen05, HII+05, Hic10, Hic13, Jes07, JB07, Kid96c, KBSW11, Lap09, LBA00, Lew16, Lew17, Mac03, Med05, MPDT12, Mis07a, Mis07b, Mis07c, Mul03, Nan09, Nel17, Nik17a, Nik17b, Nov11, Par07, PM12, PN16, Raj15, Ran14, RAG+04, Rus13a, Rus13c, Sch06a, Sch06b, Sjo11, Sla08, Sma93, SW96, Smi03, Smi07, Spr16, Sum07, Tin10, Tri01, TMS14].

Computing [Vog17, WN05, WN06, Wei08, Yoo05, da15b, Asp00, Bar97, Bar03, BH99, CK92d, Cor97, FAP+03, Goy96, Gri98, Gri00a, Gur96, ICKDL99, Lee96, MH11, Nor96, Owe96, Sze99, Uss99, Win96, Ano03a, Ano06, Ano07, Ano13b, ORB+92, RAG+04, RCP+13]. Comrie [Cro99].

COMTRAC [Has16]. Concept [BK01, Gra12, Hai02, HPR14c, Sjo11].


Conclusion [Gra02b], conclusions [Kis98]. Condition [Ano97f]. Conference [Ano02e, Kli11, ORB+92]. Conferences [Rei08]. Conferencing [Sub12]. connected [Ano15q]. Consensus [Rus06].

consequences [Kid00j, Nor98]. Consolidation [AG12, Ber06b].

constituted [Asp97]. Construction [Kid97b, Swa05a, Fal98]. Constructions [Ada96]. Consumer [Spr16].

Consumer-Led [Spr16]. Consumption [Yoo05]. contemporary [Bar97]. content [Kat97].

Contents [Ano13q, Ano14i, Ano15r, Ano15s, Ano15t, Ano15u, Ano16p, Ano16n, Ano16o, Ano17-27, Ano17-28, Ano17-29, Ano17-30, Ano14j].

Contested [Dia16]. Context [Jor09, Mal02, Roe15, Var94, Gri00a].

Contexts [Dow04]. Contextualizing [Hai10a]. Contract [Lin16]. Contributions [Asp01a, BBC+09a, BBC+09b, ERS03, End04, Cer03, Gur96]. Contributor [Ber09].

Control [Ayi10a, Bar05, Ger04, Has16, RAG+04, Sjö11, SW95, Wor95, Asp99, Hall00, Per99].


Countess [Lee00a]. Couple [Asp01a].

Courses [AKM08]. Cover [Ayo13d, Ano15h, Ano15i, Ano15j, Ano15k, Ano16e, Ano16d, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j, Ano14a, Ano14b]. CPL [Har13]. CPU [Maz07]. Craft [Tha17].

Cray [Ano17y]. Craze [HVBO4]. created [Rus16a, RAG+04]. Creating [Cor15c, Joh02, Moo03, PA96, Kid00a].

Creation [FF03, Gra07, Lei17, Nof10, Too10].

Creativity [Ber05]. Creator [Hai08].


Cryptography [Kid99e]. Cryptonomicon [Kid00b]. Crystal [Kid99a].

Crystallography [SK11]. CS
features [HTAY97]. federal [Gre95].
Federation [Tat10]. Feedback
[Ger04, RAG+04]. Feigenbaum [Gri13].
Fellowship [Yos01]. Female [Cam03b].
Fermat [Cor08a]. Fernando
[Ano12b, Spi15a, Spi16a]. Fernbach
[Ano17y]. Ferranti [Twe93]. Ferrite
[Car92]. Ferut [Hum94, Wil94b]. Feynman
[Sei00]. Fellow [RAG+04]. Friedman [Buc95b]. Front
[Ano13d, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano15h, Ano15i,
Ano15j, Ano15k, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16d,
Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j]. Frontier
[Ano97d, Ano98b, Bir00, Rio00].
Fuhgedaboudit [Ges09b]. Full [HIIT05].
Fund [Wei96d]. Furber [Gri14]. further
[LS00]. Future
[Ano16j, Lee92h, Pay14, Tym99, Rus13c].
Fuze [Lat13]. G [Kid97a]. Galileo [Dra76b]. Galler
[Ake08, Ano10b]. Game [Jor09, Nyl11].
Games [Ano09e, Ver11]. Gaming [SS09].
Ganzhorn [Roj04a]. Gaude
[BBC+09a, BBC+09b]. GDR
[Cor12, Don10]. Gears
[BSDJdSP74, Sni78, de 74, Nor77, Nas75, Ole77], geeks
[Rus16a]. Gehani [RAG+04]. Gender
[Abb03, Rus13c, Sch17, Ste03, Veh99, Ada96].
General [BG93a, ERS03, Sma93, Kru94,
Lee95f, Lee97, LS00, Old95].
General-Purpose [ERS03, Sma93].
Generated [Fra13]. Generation
[GS01, GS04, GS09, Raw14, Yos01].
Generations [Swa95c]. Genesis
[Hol94, RAG+04, Run08]. Genie [Kid99e].
genius [Sei03]. geniuses [Rus16a].
Geologist [Sni11]. Gerard [Wei96f].
German [Car92, Cor12, CF92, Lei08, Sie10].
Germany [Aum11, LM94, Sch17]. Gertie
[Pet94]. Gertrude [Gri97]. Get
[Ano15l, FAP+03]. Gets [Bro10, Joh99].
Getting [Hea02]. Giant
[AC16, CVRM15, Sat11]. Glaser [Out03].
glass [Goy96]. Global
[Ano97d, Cor04, Ers13, Kid99e].
globalization [Kid00a]. Glory [Hea04]. Go
[Cor04, Ano14k, Gas99]. goals
[Ano17b, Ano17c]. going [Owe96].
[Kid97b, Phi12]. insurance [Yat97].

Integrated [Bac09]. integration [Log98].

Integrator [GG46, GG96]. Intel [Asp97, Maz07, MS09, Maz10, Sta07].

intelligence [Ada96, Kid99b, Kli11].

Intelligent [Tym96]. intentioned [Fit02b].

Interaction [Gru05]. interactions [Yat97].

Interactive [Hem16]. Interface [Bak17, Wil00c, Bro00].

International [CK97, Mis99, Paj08, Sch06b, Sch08, Par07, Tat10]. Internet [Ano00b, Abb10, Cer06, DeN15a, Dow09, Kid00h, Kir99, Kru07, Lig03, McK11, Par08, Par16b, RC15, Rus06, VHCSCC15, Wal00, Wu15]. Interpretation [FC15]. intersection [Est96]. Interview [Ano01b, Ano12b, BG93b, Gir13, Mac98, Spi14, Wal11, Ano12a]. Interviews [Gri14, LR92, LH95, RL92].

Introduction [Abb03, Ano00b, Bö80, BG93a, CK92b, CG06, CG07, GB09, GR02, Lee92g, Mis07b, Nyc96, Sei96, Smi07, VN11, Wil00c, Wil01b, Alb14, Gra12, Gra13, Per99, RAG +13, Yos15a, da 15b]. Intrusion [Yos16b].

Intrusion-Detection [Yos16b]. Inventing [Ano00b, Ano11b, BG93b, Gir13, Mac98, Spi14, Wal11, Ano12a]. interviews [Cer97]. Italian [Hen10, HT12].}


Keystone [McC02]. Kidwell [Ano00b].


Knowledge [Ake04, Ano10b, Puc96].

Known [Bru17, EF11]. Knox [Mor03].

Knuth [CK14]. Kong [Smi16b]. Konrad [Gil97, Roj97, RG905, Wei96c]. Korean [Par15, Par16a].

L [Asp93a]. L. [Cro99]. Labor [Sch17].

Laboratories [Ro04a, Irv01]. Laboratory [Spe98, BBC +09a, BBC +09b, Bur02, Gan04a, Gan04b, How99, Lat13, LBA00, Moo01, PHL92]. Labs [Mor03, RAG +04].

Lady [Too96]. Landscape [McD10b]. Lane [Del08]. Language [Ber09, DA14, End13, KKW09, NM09, Nan09, Nof10, Raw14, Sin09, Smi11, Wad12, Wei06, Gil97, McK95].
Languages [Ber94, Den15b, Hen05, HIIT05, HII’05, Pan14, Smi04, WP94, Roh99].
Lansdown [Ano99f]. Laptop [Lin16].
Large [JMSV10, Nik17b, Wie10, Joh99, KS97, Log98]. Large-Scale
[JMSV10, KS97]. Largest [Ano97f]. Larry [Ano98b]. Last [Wil98b]. Late [RP12].
Later [Nee92]. Latin [da 15b]. Launch [CO12]. Lautenberg [Hai04b].
Law [Mol06]. Lawrence [Hai05c, Kit12c]. Lay [Gre05]. Lead [HII +05, MT06].
Leadership [Ano17n, Asp07]. Leading [Ano15v, Hea05].
Leap [CVRM15]. Learning [Pla16, Sla15].
least [Gas99]. Lebedev [CG94]. Led [Spr16]. Lee [Wei92e, Wei96a]. Legacy
[Kid97a, Law10, Roj97]. Legal [Kid00e]. Legend [Law10]. Lehmers [Cor08a].
Leibniz [Kid99b]. LEO
[Ari00, Cam03a, Kid99e, PHL92, Kis99a].
Lesson [Ne17]. Lessons
[Ens04a, FM93, Mai16, MF93, Ste06, Lee96].
Letter [Ber92, EMW02]. Letters
[Gri02, Gri04e]. Level [Fei11, Gil97].
Levinson [Tym99]. LFK [Ano02]. LGP
[Smi07]. LGP-30 [Smi07]. Libraries
[GR02, Ray02, Wil02]. Library
[BB02, Bur02, Cer03, Gra02b, Mal02, Mar02, Mc02, Srg02, Smi03, As99, Ano14k, Bgm02, Wil01a].
Licklider [Kit03]. Life
[Ake08, Ano98b, Ano00b, Asp01b, Asp13, Bj03, Kue17, Mcc03, Ne06, Par15, RAG+04, Rus13a, Zro06, Cos96, Cro00a, Sei03, Yat97].
Lifetime [Mac03]. Light [Smi16a]. Lillian
[Kid99a]. Limits [EM94, Sei00]. LINC
[Kit08b]. Line [Hal92, Lee92g, WF92, RG02].
line-drawing [RG02]. Lines
[Ben93b, Kis92a, Dor94]. Link [McQ09].
Link-State [McQ09]. Lions [Ano99c]. Lisa
[Kid001]. LISP [McJ17b]. listings [Ano00a].
Listserv [GC00]. Lithuania [TZ99]. Little
[OK07, Kid001]. Lives [CK94]. Living
[Cro03a, Tri01, Wei96b]. Local
[CVRM15, Ges06b, Ges09a]. Locality
[AD14]. Locating [Ber92, Kis97, LM94].
Lock [Gre95]. Lock-in [Gre95].
LOCOMAT [Roe12]. Logos [Was13]. Long
[Wei08, Mar10a, Ges10b]. Long-Term
[Wei08]. Look [Rop07, tha17, LS00].
Looking [Ano17o, Ano17p, Cor06b, Mit08].
Losing [Ver11]. Lost [Hea01a]. Lotus
[Kap07, Sae07]. Louis [Out03, Kid00a].
Louise [Nik17a]. Lovelace
[FF03, Lee00a, Spi03, Too96]. Lowther
[Lee01d]. Ltd. [Cro99].
M [Cer03, Kid96b, Smi03]. MAC
[LF5+92, LR92]. Machin [RG02]. Machine
[Abb01, Ano97f, Ger04, GHV05, Gro93b, Hei11, LBA00, MA96, Pla16, Roe08, RAG+04, SR14, Tur11, Wad12, Aoa01, CF92, Kid00a, Kid00k, Kis98, Lee00c, McK95, Smi02]. Machines
[CVRM15, Den01, Den15b, Dic13, Jon04, Kid01d, Sei97, vdE94, Kid99b, Tym96].
Maddida [ERS03]. Made
[Ano92d, Cor97, Lee95e]. Magazine [Ne17].
Magazines [Ano13c]. Magnavox [MS09].
Magnetic [Wei00]. Maher [Rus13c].
Mahoney [RCP+13, Asp14, CK13]. Mail
[Van12]. main [St09]. Mainframe
[Lap09, Gre95]. Mainframes
[Tak05, Kid99c]. Major [Ano16h]. make
[Ro98]. Makes [Mah08, Sum07]. Making
[Kit00f, LR12, Sjo11, Sta03, Aoa01, Bro99a, Kid00g, Smi02]. Malta [Al907]. man
Management [BH09, GB09, Gra12, Gra13, Kos07, Kru09, McG09, Sip13]. Managing
[Boh13]. Manchester [Ibi99, And07b, Bur05, Cop11a, Cop11b, Cro93, Gio93, Hia03a, Lva93, PB93, SB98, Tve93].
Manufacturing [Lin16, MF93]. Mapping
[Kru07, Smi00]. Maps [FC15, FC16].
MAC [McC02]. March [Yos16b]. Mark
[Lee00c, Fos98, SB98]. Market [da 15a].
Marketing [Ben13, Woh06]. Markets
[Sch08]. Marquand [BH99]. Martin
[RAG+04]. Mary [Cro03a]. Maryland

O [Gro92]. Obituaries [Hai03b, Lee01d, Lee01c, Wei96e, Wei96f].

Obituary [Ano98c, Hai03c, Kit12c, Lee00d, Mor84, Out03, Pol03, Wei96c, Ano99a, Ano99c].

Obsolescence [Cam09]. obviousness [Owe96]. occupation [Zwe99]. October [Fid17]. Odyssey [MS09]. Oedipus [Lav06]. off [Hea02]. Offer [Bau06]. Office [Hai06, Hei11, Ste03, Alo07]. Offices [Cor17]. Old [Rop07, Mar10a]. Olden [Cor15b]. Oldest [Wei96b]. Once [Mer06, Mir17, RP12, Wes17].


Original [HT12, McJ17a]. Originators [Cop04a]. Origins [Ber06a, Cer03, Cop04a, Est02, FH14, Hai06, Jes13, Pug02, Ran94, Tat10, Wil93b, Asp99, Bar03, BH99, Cro99, Fit03c]. Ornstein [Sm103]. oscillations [Ano99e]. OSI [Rus06]. Oslo [Hol96]. Other [Del08, Den01, Gri01b, Kid96f, Pol95].


Owens [Ano98b]. Ownership [Dia12].

Oxford [RAG+04, RCP+13, Ges07b].

P [Sm199b]. Paint [Sm101b]. Pamela [RAG+04]. Papers [Ano15b, Ano15c, NK98]. Paradigm [HPR14b]. Park [Ano97e, LH95, ORB+92, Sal05, Wei94a].

Part [BBC++09a, BB++09b, Cop11a, Cop11b, Cor16, Goe02a, Hen05, HITT05, HI+05, Hey08a, Hey08b, Kee04, Kee05,
Pre12, Roe15, Spi16a, Spi16b, Spi16c, WN05, WN06, Yos16a, Cor15c, Goe02b, GR02, Roe16b, Spi15a. Participants [Ano92c]. Participation [Rus13c]. Partisans [Coo02]. Pascal [Kis98]. Past [Ber14, BUR05, Cor09, Gra03, Nan09]. patent [McT98]. Patents [Con15]. path [Lei17]. Patrick [And07b]. Patterns [Cor08b]. Paul [RCP13, Tym99]. PC [CG06, CG07, Mer06, Sta07, Sum07]. Peering [Lew16]. Peggy [Ano00b]. 370 [Wad12]. Data [HVB04]. DB [Ste09]. DS [HN13]. From [Ber01c, Ber02a, Ber03c]. Tomash [Yos01]. Videotex [Ste06].
productivity [Kid96g]. Products [GJ02, Yos15b].
Profession [Zwe99].
Profession/occupation [Zwe99].
Professionalism [Ens01].
Professionalization [FHD17].
Profit [Moo03].
Program [HPR14c, McG09, Rop07, WI14, Cer97, Gri96].
Programmable [RP12]. Programme [Dav17].
Programmer [Vog17, Wil00c, Bro00].
Programming [Alb14, Ber94, Ber09, CK92c, CK98, CK07b, Gri11b, Kos03a, Kos03b, Nof10, Pau14, Pay14, Ran94, Wre92a, Gri97, Roh99].
Programs [Hun12, Jon03, Pau14, SB98].
Progression [Smi16b]. Project [Dur10, McJ17b, Moo01, MK14, OARHC10, PHL92, Rob16, Spi05, Wil01b, Ibb99, Joh99, Gas99, Gri97, Gri98, LFS+92, LR92, Ran15, Roe12].
Projects [Pai08, Gri08].
Prolegomena [Ray02].
Proliferation [Ber06b].
Prolog [Lee92h].
Prometheus [PM12, Smi99b, Kid99e].
Promoting [Ayl10a].
Proof [Mac95].
Prosaic [Ayl10a].
Prosopography [Nei17].
Protection [O’D09]. Proto [Sta07].
Proton [Sta07].
Prototype [Roe09, SB98].
Provision [AW94].
Prudential [Yat97]. Public [Par15].
Public-Key [Par15]. Publications [Smi78].
Publishers [Rai04].
Publishing [Pag08, RAG+04, WH17].
Punched [Kis92b, Kis05, Wil02, vdE94, Hei97, Kis97].
Punched-Card [vdE94].
Purchasing [Lew17].
Purdue [RR04].
Purloined [Lap09].
Purpose [ERS03, Sma93].
Pushing [Jes07].

Quadrupole [CO12].
Queries [Ben93a, Ben93b, Ber92, Buc95a, Buc95b, BS96, Car92, Dum94, Ekl92, GM96, Gro92, Gro93, Hal92, Hym92, Jac93, Kis92b, Kis92a, Rob93, Ros92, Sha00, Tod93, Tro93, Tro95, WF92, Wil00b].

Quetelet [Ber92].
Quing [Ano92d].

R [Cer03, Hai10b, Kit03, PM12].
R&D [Bar05, Hea05].
Race [Nei17, Tom96].
Radar [Gre13].
Radical [And07b].
Radinsky [Nik17a].
RAID [Kat10].
RAND [Mis16, GS98, GS01, GS04, Sch08].
Random [MB09].
Rare [Bru17].
Raster [MB09].
Ray [Raj04b].
Raymond [Spi16b, Spi16c].
Raytheon [Kos07].
RCA [AL12].
RDBMS [CK12, HN13].
Ready [WJ05].
Real [Cer14, Mar12, Gas99].
Real-Time [Mar12, Gas99].
Reality [Kid97a].
Realizing [BK01].
Really [Pla16].
Reasoning [Jon03].
Rebuilding [Sal05].
Reckoners [WJ05].
Recoding [Rus13c].
Recognition [Ano15].
Recollection [Gra02a, Kat10, Kee04, Kee05].
Recollections [Bau07, Joh02, Kap07, Ros04, Rub06, Sac07, Kid00d].
Recomputing [Roe12].
Reconfigurable [Est02].
Reconsidering [HPR14c].
Reconstruction [RDGH05].
Reconstructions [Swa05b].
Reconciliation [Wei00].
Records [Cor09, ORB+92, Rop07].
Recovering [Med05].
Red [Sta15].
Rediscovered [HT12].
Rees [Ano98c].
References [Ano92e].
Reflection [Hai03a].
Reflections [Gra02b].
Regeneration [Gio93].
Regenecentralen [Khu99].
Reign [Ano92d].
Reimaging [Alp15].
Relational [Dar12, Gra12, Gra13, Gri12, WC12].
Relevance [MA96].
Reluctant [Gri98].
Remember [Wil06].
Remembering [Ano02f, CK13, Hai06].
Remembrances [BBB+98].
Remington [Sch08].
Reminiscence [Cam03a].
Reminiscences [Ber03f, Ran15].
Repeat [Lee96].
Replacating [Bur05].
Report [Dod00, Kid96a, vN93].
Representation [FC16].
Reprint [CK92d, CK01b].
Republic [Cor12].
Repurposing [Hic08].
Requirements [Hen05]. Rescuing [Kid99e, Smi99b]. Research
[AL12, Cor04, Cro92, ERS03, Mor03, ORB+92, Spe98, Ber03f, Est00, Klu99].
Researching [Cor02]. Reservation
[Dor94, Ekl94]. Reservations [RAG+04]. Reserve [da 15a]. ReservVec [Dor94].
Reservisor [Ekl94]. Resistance [Sla08]. Resolution [Ano95]. Resources [Ano16j, Mar02]. rest [Lee95e]. Restoration [Spi05, Too10]. Restructuring [Par16b, Kid00f].
Resurrection [WI14]. Retail [VN11]. Rethinking [Sla08]. Retrieval
[GL02, Mal02]. Retrospect [Twe93, Veh99]. Retrospective [End13]. Reunion [ORB’92, LBA00].
Rev. [Ano97e]. Revealed [HW17]. Review [Ake00, Ash76, Bal76, Bar03, Ber03d, Br077, Cer03, Cor98, Dra76a, EMW02, Fie03. Ger04, Gni99, Kid97a, Kid97b, Lee99b, Mis99, Mor03, Nas75, Nor77, Ole77, Pos00, Rio00, Roj04a, Sei03, Smi99a, Smi02, Smi03, Smi78, Smi99b, Spi03, Tym99, Wal00, Wei94a, Wil00a, Win03, PM12, Rus16a, Rus16d, Rus17, Roj04a]. reviewed [Ano14e, Rus13b, Rus14b, Rus14a, Rus15d, Rus15c, Rus15a, Rus15b, Rus16d, Rus16b, Rus16c, Rus17, Smi01a, Swe98, Wei94a, WFE07]. Revised [Cop11a, Cop11b, revisited [Old95]. Revolution [ES05, Hai01, Pay14, RAG+04, Sla08, Tym99, Rus16a]. REXX [Cow94].
rhetoric [Joh99, Owe96]. Rhodes [Tom00b].
Rica [VHCSCC15]. Rice [Hai10b]. Richard [Ano15a, Ano17n, Lee98a, Lee98b]. right [Ano17b, Ano17c, O’s99]. Ring [Chl14, Nee92].
Ringing’ [OK07]. Riordan [Kid99a]. Ripples [Bor08]. Rise
[Dur10, Grl01b, Mor03, Rub06, Tsk05, CCK00, Lee95f, LS00]. Risk [Sla15, Ste06].
Rivalry [Lew17, SR14]. Rob [Hai03b].
Robert [Ano99f, Hai04c]. Rock [Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano15a, Ano15n, Ano15p, Ano16m].
Roger [Wei96a]. Role
[Cor07, Sat11, O’s95, Puc96]. roles [Goy96].
Rolf [Ano13b]. Romania [Ano99b].
Rombauser [Gri03a], root [RG02]. Roots [Mol14, Nov11]. Rosenfeld [Gri99].
Ross [Mor03]. Rosseland [Hol96]. Rough
[Rus06]. Routing [McQ09]. Roxanne
[Sub13]. Royal [Grl13, Pec09]. Rule
[Kid15]. Rules [Wes17]. Running [Rus06].
Ruptures [da 15a]. Russia [Kli99, Pro99].
Taking [HII+05, LM94, MT06]. Tale [Pag08, Hol97]. Talking [Gu99]. Tape
[CK92a]. Tarui [CO12]. tax [Bro99a].
Teaching [Cro92]. Tech [Ano17o, Ano17p, Ges09a]. TechIgnite [Ano16q].
Technical [Par08, Sei97, McK95].
Technique [Ram97]. Technological [BB02, Hol94, Ich06, Var94, Bov96c, Joh99].
Technologies [Ake98, CK08, Cor12, Cor15c, MB09]. Technology [BLR11, BLH12, Car93, Cor06b, Don10, Feu06, Ges09b, JMV10, Kid99e, Lee99b, Lev05, LM94, McD10b, Mis99, Mor03, RAG+04, RCP+13, Sub14, Win03, DFM+99, Hei97, Joh99, Kis97, MP97, Per99, Pos00, Wir98, Ano00b, JB07, Joh96, WD98, Kid00i].
Técnicos [FHD17].
Telecommunications [Ano97f, BBC+09a, BBC+09b, Cor03, Pan14, PM12, Mis99].
Telefunken [JMSV10, JMV10].
Telegraphy [Win03]. Telephone [Irv01].
Teletext [Ste06]. Teletext/Videotex [Ste06]. Television [ORB+92]. Tell [Cer14].
Tehnet [Fit03b]. Tenet [Run08]. TENEX [Mun15].
Tension [DeN15a]. Term [Lee92e, Wei08, Sha00]. Terminal [HVB04].
Ternary [GHV05]. Territory [Roy11].
Texas [Phi12]. Text [Van12]. texts [Kat97].
Textual [Cor01b]. Thai [KKW09].
their [Est96]. Them [RP12]. Theory [Cor08a, Gri03b, Kid99a]. There [Fra04, Lig03, Roe16a, Cor15a]. things [Kid00]. Think [CK02a, Cor01a, Cor09, Dic13, DA14, Gri00b, Lap09].
Thinker [GG92]. Thinking [Lon04]. Third [GS01, GS09, Lee00c]. Third-Generation [GS01, GS09].
Thomas [RCP+13, GHV05, Smi99b]. Those [Lee96].
Thought [Fei11]. Thoughts [BS11, Ber03e, Sum07]. Three [Gru05, Kos07, RG02].
Tidal [vdE92].

Tillitt [SRG02]. Time [CKGS08, Dov04, Fev13, Hai05b, Hem14b, Lee92f, Lee92e, Lee92g, Lew14, Mar12, Ros92, Run08, Spi15a, Spi16a, Wie10, Gas99, Smi00, Van95]. Time-Shared [Fev13].

Time-Sharing [CKGS08, Hai05b, Hem14b, Lee92f, Lee92e, Lew14, Ros92, Run08, Spi15a, Spi16a, Wie10].
Times [Pat14, Bab97]. timetable [Cor98].
Tinkering [Tin11]. Titan [Nee92]. Title [Wei96b]. Today [Cor09]. Token [Ch14].
Tom [And09, BG93b]. Tomash [Asp01a, Asp01b, Wil01a, Yos13b].
Tomlinson [Spi16b, Spi16c]. Tomorrow [Cor02, Spi03]. Too [Mar12]. Tooling [Cor16].
Top [Fei11, Hea05]. Top-Level [Fei11]. Top-Notch [Hca05]. Topics [AY11].
Topologist [And07a]. TOPS [Mur15].
TOPS-20 [Mur15]. Torchi [Roe16a].

Toronto [BG02, Ges07a, Grip94, Hum94, Wil94b].
Total [Nie09]. TR [JMSV10, JMV10, Sia10].
Traces [Mit08]. Tractable [Jon03].
TRADIC [Bro99b]. Traffic [Has16]. Traffic-Control [Has16]. Tragedies [Ano00b, Ake00]. Trans [Dor94].
Trans-Canada [Dor94]. Transac [Ros04].
Transfer [Lev05]. Transformation [Per99, Owe96]. Transformations [Bul15].
Transforming [Bar07, Car93]. Transistor [CO12, GS98]. transistorized [Bro99b].
Transition [FH14]. Transitions [Coh15].
Trapped [Nor98]. Trenches [Sm103].
Trends [KBSW11]. Trials [Gil07]. Trip [Del08]. TriStar [RCP+13]. Triumphs [Ano00b, Ake00].
trouble [Kid96g]. True [Sei03, Smi99a]. trust [MP97]. Tube [CH15, CHGW17]. tubes [Log98]. Turing
[Ag01, Hic08, Kid96b, OARHC10, San93, Smi02, Tr093, Tr095]. Turing-850 [OARHC10]. Turoff [Sub12].
twig [Cos96].

Twin [CK02b]. Two [Hen16, Hen10, LH95].

U.S [RCP+13, MP97]. U.S. [Bow96c].
Ubisco [Neu09]. UCLA [Est02]. UK [BLR11, Cla10, Gre13, ORB+.92]. Ulery [Nik17b]. Ultra [Kid96f]. unanticipated [Nor98]. Unbundling [Ano02e, Gra02a, Hum02]. underlying [Bar97]. Understand [Cor01b, Kid001]. Understanding [Mis07c, Wei06]. Unfair [Cop04b]. Unfamiliar [Roy11]. Unfolds [Cor15c, Cor16]. Unifying [Aum11]. Union [Ber03f, FBK06]. Unisys [GS07]. United [Ber03d, BB02, BB02]. Unisys [GS07]. Unisys [GS07]. University [Cla10, Joh96, Mor03, RAG+04, RCP+13, Asp99, Ben01a, Bra13, BB02, BGM02, CK92b, CK92c, CK98, Cam13, Gio93, Hum94, Ibb99, Kos07, Min07a, Min07b, RR04, SW96, Smi07, VHCSCC15, Wil94b, Win96]. Unix [Sip13, Too10]. Unlimited [Ano17z]. Unraveling [Nof10]. Unsolicited [Bau06]. Upon [RP12]. Urbana [BB02]. Urbana-Champaign [BB02]. Usability [CK07b, Kid99g]. Use [Al04, Cor01b, EM94, Kis01, Neu04, Ste03, VN1, Ver11, Wil02, Wu15]. Useful [Kid15, Sjö11]. Usefulness [Kid99g]. User [SR14, Wu15, Lan00]. user-driven [Lan00]. Users [Paj08]. Uses [Kid97b, Wil93b, WT03]. Using [Cor01b, EF11]. UTEC [Wil94b]. Utility [Mir17].

V


W

[Hai04c, Hai11, Lee01c, RCP+13, Rus16a]. W. [BH99]. Wada [CK08]. Walther [Tod93]. Wang [Wei93d]. War [Car92, Cor14, Day16, Lon08, Rus06, Smi01a, Don10, Tat10, Tin10]. Ward [Ano11f]. Ware [Wall1]. Wars [SR14]. Was [Asp00, AC16, Bis98, BW00, BS96, DA14, Fra04, Lig03, Luk11, Roe16a, Rus13c, Tat13, Wil00b, Ano14c, Lee95e, Lee00a]. ‘Wat [Can13]. Watch [Ano15v, Wil03]. Waterloo [Cam13]. Watson [BJ03]. WAVES [LBA00]. Way [Aum11, Cor07, Hai10a, Kis95]. Ways [Jon03, McP95]. weapons [Pol97]. Web [Ano02e, Fra04]. Weber [Lee1d]. Welfare [Sch17]. Welke [Kit12c]. Welker [Van10a]. well [Fit02b]. well-intentioned [Fit02b]. Wenzel [Kis99a]. Were [Cor17, Got14, OK07]. Welre [Mis99]. Wesley [Lee98b]. West [Aum11, ERS03]. Western [Hus97, Lew16]. Westinghouse [Asp93a, SL12]. Wheel [Kis99b]. Where [Owe96, Ano16j]. wherever [Ano14k]. White [Roe16a]. Who [BS96, Die13, Lee96]. Wilkes [Lee93d]. Will [HW17]. William [Buc95b, Cly93, Eck07b, Nyi11]. Williams [Cor03]. Willis [Wall1]. Win [Bro10]. wins [Ano98b]. Winter [Re08]. Wiseman [Wei96d]. Wishes [Lee93d]. within [Kru94, Lei08]. without [CK07b, Zwe99].
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 Woman [Kos03b, Vog17]. Women [Abb03, BF96, Est96, Goy96, Gur96, Hic10, Rus13c, Vog17, Fri96]. Womersley [CD14]. Word [Alo04, Ber06a, Ber06b, CG06, Eki92, Hai96, Wil98b]. Words [Woh06]. WordStar [Rub06]. Work [Ake08, Asp01b, Chi14, Ste03, SW95, Gif98, Kis97, RAG+04]. Worked [Cor17]. Workers [Kid99e, Wes17]. Working [Hea03, Roe16b]. works [Kid96b]. World [Ano97f, Ano00b, Ano15v, Cor08b, Kid99e, Lew14, Wil01a, Ake00, Fie03, Mar10b, Mis07c, Car92, Lon08, Smi01a]. World-Class [Wil01a]. Worlds [Fey13]. Worsley [Cam03b]. WP [Woh06]. Write [Dic13]. Writing [Pla16].

xxiv [Win03].

Y2k [Kid00]. Yasuo [CO12]. Year [Ano97d, Ber03d, Mar10a, Smi01a]. Years [Abb10]. [AL12, AG12, BS11, Cer01, ES05, GM96, Gra12, Kne17, LH95, Med08, Spe98, WC12, WN05, WN06, Worr05, Wei00]. York [Smi78, Ges09b, Ges10b]. Young [Lee99b]. Yours [Kid01a]. Youth [Gri10].

Z1 [Roj97]. Z3 [Roj97, Roj98, RDG05]. Zambia [Mac03]. Zurich [Spe98]. Zuse [Gil97, Roj97, Roj98, RDG05, Wei96c]. Zygmont [RAG+04].
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